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1 - Razor

Name: RazorSpecies: PorcupineAge: 18Gender: MalePowers: Super sonic speed, regeneration, quills,
dark chaos energyLikes: Power, fighting, anything that offers him a challenge.Dislikes: Weakness,
losing, Eggman.Weakness: OverconfidenceFavourite Saying: What part of ‘I don’t care’ did you not
understand?Born in a laboratory, Razor is the result of an experiment by human scientists to try and
create the ultimate biological super weapon (project Deadly Weapon, or DW for short). After his escape
Razor destroyed the lab and killed all the scientists involved with his creation so that they could never
create another creature to equal him.Believed to have been created using Sonics DNA combined with
the ultimate lifeform research carried out a number of years before by Gerald Robotnik, Razor see’s
himself to be the ultimate weapon, and he has disdain for those that he see’s as weak compared to him
(which is almost everyone). His unique DNA construction has given him many special powers. These
include the same super speed as sonic, an ability to regenerate almost any injury, and diamond hard
quills which he can fire from his wrists and back.Razor can also use the dark (or negative) chaos energy
from the chaos emeralds to transform himself into a super form. Although he loses the ability to fire quills
while in super form, this is more than offset by much increased speed, regeneration, and the ability to
fly.After his creation Razor initially tried to take over the world by gathering the 7 chaos emeralds. When
Sonic thwarted his plan Razor disappeared, only to return several months later a changed porcupine.
Having travelled the world he stopped wanting to control everything and simply decided to seek out the
greatest challenges available, in order to test and hone his skills. Razor has become something of a
mercenary, travelling the world and selling his skills to whoever can offer him an interesting challenge.
He still see’s Sonic as his greatest rival of all and once he has perfected his abilities he plans to return
for another showdown with the spiky blue hero.



2 - Kimi

Name: KimiSpecies: CatAge: 20Gender: FemalePowers: Super high agility, expert martial artist, super
strong tail.Likes: Flirting, sleeping, and being pamperedDislikes: Water, hard work, dirt, having her sleep
interrupted.Weakness: Water, vanity, can be distracted and hypnotised by dangling bits of
yarn.Favourite Saying: Don’t worry, I understand why you look so surprised. My beauty and intelligence
stun myself sometimes as well.Kimi was one of the two original prototype creatures created by the
Deadly Weapon project scientists almost 20 years ago. She was designed and programmed with all the
information and abilities she would need to be the purrrfect spy. These included a full knowledge of 7
different martial arts, amazing agility and reflexes, full skills on how to manipulate others, and an
incredibly strong tail.Despite all this, Kimi was only ever viewed as a ‘test’ creature by the scientists,
and shortly after she was created she was put into status and locked away while the scientists continued
their research. Forgotten and abandoned she was left to gather dust in a distant corner of the lab.Many
years later Kimi was found and freed by Razor the Porcupine (the end result of the scientist’s long study
and research). Realising she was now in a world far different than the one she had originally been
intended to exist in Kimi agreed to join up with Razor and help him with his plan to conquer the
planet.After team DW where defeated by Sonic and the rest of the hero’s Razor disappeared and Kimi,
deciding that her debt to him was fulfilled went her own way. Let loose to do whatever she pleased Kimi
quickly developed a somewhat self serving attitude. She has no problem with using her charms and
skills to get others to do what she wants, and her intelligence and cunning often mean she is able to
avoid the need to use her formidable fighting skills.Recently Kimi has taken up residence in a large,
secluded villa located about 100 miles south of Station square. The villa was previously owned by an
illegal drug lord who was convicted and jailed after amazing new evidence came to the police’s
attention. Evidence that was no doubt planted by Kimi using her spying and subterfuge skills. Having got
rid of the previous owner Kimi was able to buy the villa for an excellent price, and now lives a life of
luxury, which she funds by using her skills to gather information for whichever country pays her the
most.



3 - Scud

Name: ScudSpecies: Mongrel (Dog)Age: 14Gender: MalePowers: Highly developed sense of smell and
hearing, good mechanic, tough outer skin, street fighter skillsLikes: Fixing things, being outside, action,
heavy metal music.Dislikes: Being indoors, scientists, Kimi (most of the time), bathing.Weakness: High
frequency noise.Favorite Saying: Wiiiiccccckkkkeeeeedddd!Scud was the second prototype created by
the Deadly Weapon project scientists. Scud was created just after Kimi, but whereas Kimi was designed
to be a spy Scud was the prototype for a genetically engineered soldier. The government of the time
decided it had no need for spies, but soldiers could be useful. So while Kimi was put into storage and
forgotten, Scud was subjected to test after test in order to determine his limits and abilities. For the entire
first year of his life Scud new nothing of the outside world, his entire life consisting of his small cell and
the laboratory where he underwent tests day after day, month after month.After a year the scientists
confirmed their fears. The excellent hearing that Scud had been engineered with meant that high
frequency sound caused him terrible pain. Scud was classified a failure and was put into status
alongside his sister Kimi, while the scientists went back to their research on creating the ultimate
biological weapon.The next thing Scud knew, he was waking up coughing on the floor of an
underground storage room, deep beneath the lab. Razor the Porcupine had found and freed both Scud
and Kimi, 20 years after they had been put into status. Grateful to Razor for his freedom, Scud joined up
with the porcupine and agreed to help him with his scheme to gather the chaos emeralds. After Team
DW was defeated Scud went out into the world on his own. He has been wondering around ever since
taking in the sights and learning about all the things he never knew existed.Besides his excellent fighting
skill and toughness Scud has developed a knack for fixing things and for working with machines.
Unfortunately Scud lacks the imagination to be inventive (like Tails or Eggman are), and anything he trys
to create from scratch always seems to fail (often explosively).Scud has never really forgotten his time in
the lab and still suffers nightmares about it. He totally hates scientists and other medical staff, and
dislikes being indoors (it makes him feel trapped). Scud also tends to be a bit scruffy, thinking nothing of
wondering round with ripped cloths on or of being covered in a few dirty marks. This has made him the
target of more than a few snide remarks by Kimi, who prides herself of being expertly groomed.Although
Scud distrusts most people because of his early experiences he is not naturally violent or nasty, and will
normally just avoid people. The exception to this is Tails who he met while wandering around on his
own. He admired Tails ability to create things and soon became good friends with the young Fox.
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